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Skye Instruments Ltd.

Skye Instruments is based in the UK and we are very proud to be celebrating being in business since 1983. 
Our products are designed and built in the UK. We have a very wide product base and our sensors & 
systems are used for plant & crop research; micro-climate, global climate change studies; environmental 
monitoring and controlled environment installations.

Products include light sensors & systems, weather monitoring sensors, automatic weather stations, plant 
research systems, soil and water research systems.

Feel free to contact us via our e-mail, or any of the methods below. Please click on the icons to browse the 
sites, or search for the usernames.

     Skye Instruments Ltd          @SkyeInstruments             Skye.Instruments          SkyeInstrumentsVideo

Have a Smartphone? Scan this QR code to access our website for more information about your product:

Please be aware that the information in this manual was correct at time of issue, and should be 100% 
relevant to the accompanying product. We take great pride in our ever-evolving range of products, which 
means that sometimes the product may change slightly due to a re-design. If you have any queries, please 
do not hesitate to contact our technical team by any of the methods above.

http://www.youtube.com/user/skyeinstrumentsvideo
https://twitter.com/skyeinstruments
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Skye-Instruments-Ltd/120799587976865
http://www.linkedin.com/
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1. Weather Station

At the Weather Station
1. Compare the MiniMet brochure and actual weather station and describe each module & purpose. Show
where to find spec & details in the training manual

2. Show Hardware Configuration Certificate and refer to each sensor & the socket label & show the order in
which the sensor data / channel number will appear

3. Explain maintenance requirements for each sensor, and show where to find details in the training manual

4. Show power supply and explain maintenance required referring to section 5. 

At the PC
1. Guide the customer to the skyeinstruments.info website and download the SkyeLynxComms software. 
Once the software is installed there should be a shortcut on their desktop.

2. Check the computer to see if it has a serial port, if not, connect the Datalead and USB to Serial Converter 
to the USB port of your computer. You will need to know the COM port you are connected to, this can be 
identified in device manager. Additional details on this can be found in Appendix 1.

Running SkyeLynxComms
1. Double-click the icon on the Desktop and the main screen will be displayed. The only setting that may 
need changing is the PORT. If you are only using one Comm port (the one that the DataHog is connected 
to), then the software will automatically select the correct port. If other ports are in use, then you will select 
the correct port from the drop down box.

2. Click ‘Connect’ followed by ‘Wake up device’.

3. Click ‘Download data’ and follow on-screen instructions. Once the download is complete you will need to 
‘Disconnect’ from the datalogger.

4. After you have disconnected from the datalogger, you can now close the software by clicking the ‘X’ or by
selecting the Skye logo and clicking ‘Close application’.

Using GPRS
1. To access your GPRS data you first need to head to our website www.minimet.co.uk.

2.  Enter your User Details in the box and click ‘Go’. On the following page there will be links to your 
datafiles and ‘Live Data’ if you have subscribed to this service.

3. To access either of these, click the link to be taken to a login screen. Fill out the boxes with your 
credentials and click ‘Login!’.  The server is www.minimet.co.uk. 

4. You will now either be shown your live display or folders containing information and data regarding your 
MiniMet Automatic Weather Station. To save a day file, right click and select ‘save link as’ and choose an 
appropriate location. For additional information, please check section 8.
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2. MiniMet AWS Self Maintenance Schedule

Every Month

• The DataHog2 is fitted with 6 ‘C’ cell batteries that provide up to 9V of power. We recommend 
batteries are replaced before they get below 6.5V. This can be checked in the DataHog2 menu 
(option 1, sub-menu 5) through our software SkyeLynxComms. We also recommend checking all 
sensors and blanking caps on the datalogger are secure, but do not over tighten.

• Check the Raingauge for any blockages, inspecting the funnel and filter for any damage. This is 
especially important during the months where surrounding vegetation lose their leaves. To remove 
the filter for cleaning, remove the cap from the filter tube and remove the material carefully. Once 
cleaned, roll up the material and place back into the tube, ensuring the cap is securely back in place.

• Inspect any light sensor heads for dust, detritus or animal waste. Wipe off using a damp cloth taking
care not to scratch the surface. Cleaning products containing solvents may cause damage to your 
sensor.

• Briefly check the solar panel (if you have one) for similar dirt, removing with a damp cloth if 
necessary.

• Assess the level of water within the Tensiometer shaft, if the device appears to be low, a top up 
may be required. To do this, either remove the Septum Topper or for Electronic Tensiometers 
unscrew the top up screw. Skye Tensiometers must be filled with degassed deionised water to 
ensure efficient functionality. A syringe and filling tube will have been supplied with the station.

Every 3 Months

• Inspect the 12V battery if you have a GPRS system, checking all connections are secure and the 
battery is holding its charge. This can be achieved by checking the battery charge indicator inside 
the GPRS housing. This is in the lower half of the housing and comprises of several LED lights, 
beneath which is the small black button that, when pressed, shows battery voltage.

• Check all guylines and pegs are tight, these can be increased slightly by lifting the collar up the pole 
and re tightening.

• Ensure all levelling plates are level. Adjustments can be made using the wingnuts on the light sensor
levelling mounts.

• Inspect all aspects of the station are clean and free of dust and debris.

Annually

• Refer to sensor calibration certificates to check if any require calibration. If so, please get in touch 
with Skye to arrange an Annual Weather Station Service.

• Check the stiffness of the raingauge pivoting arm to see it is still reading accurately. Please note; 
this is best tested when the raingauge is disconnected from the DataHog2 to avoid erroneous 
readings. The easiest way to test this involves balancing the bucket in its central position. This 
should be near on impossible to achieve on a fully functional raingauge, however, if the bucket 
sticks, examine the bucket and pivot pin closely for any wear or dirt.

Please note: During summer months the surrounding vegetation may grow close to the station and could 
overshadow light sensors, block or increase water access to the raingauge or become entangled in the 
station itself.
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3. Sensor Specifications

NOTE – not all of these sensors may be installed on your weather system.

1) WIND DIRECTION - A100R
Range: 0 to 360 °
Accuracy: ± 2 ° obtainable in steady winds over 5 m/s
Threshold: 0.6 m/s
Operating range:  -20 to + 70 ° C

2) WIND SPEED - W200P
Range: 0 to 75 m/s (145 knots)
Accuracy: 2% ± 0.1 m/s
Threshold: 0.3 m/s
Operating range: -30 to + 55 ° C

3) AIR TEMPERATURE – SKH 2070
Range: -20 to + 70 ° C
Accuracy: ± 0.2°C  (0 - 60°C)
Sensor: Thermistor

4) HUMIDITY – SKH 2070
Range: 0-100% RH
Accuracy: ± 2% RH
Sensor: Capacitor

5) RAINFALL – ARG 100
Resolution: 0.2 mm per tip
Accuracy: ± 5% (24 to 36 mm/hr)

6) SOIL TEMPERATURE – SKTS 200                                                                                                    
Range: -20 to + 100 ° C
Accuracy: ± 0.1 °C (0 - 60°C)
Sensor: Thermistor

7) SOLAR RADIATION – SKS 1110
Range: 400-1100 nm
Operating range: -20 to + 70 ° C
Accuracy: ± 5% traceable to the World Radiometric Reference

8) AIR PRESSURE – SKPS 800
Range: 0 – 1100 mbar
Resolution: Better than 0.1 mbar
Accuracy: Absolute error @ 20°C and 1000mbar typically 0.5mbar (max

1 mbar). Error over 0-50°C typically 1.5mbar (maximum
3.6mbar)
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4. Calibration and Maintenance

DATAHOG2 DATALOGGER
The logger should never be used outdoors without either a sensor plug or blanking dustcap fitted to any of 
its sockets. Periodic checks of this is advised. An annual check / replacement of the internal batteries (if 
fitted) should be made, and the ‘O’ ring lid seal replaced. The logger itself should be periodically checked 
that the electronics is recording accurately. This can be done by Skye or by applying known voltages, 
currents or digital pulses into the logger inputs and checking the logger’s measurements.

RELATIVE HUMIDITY SENSOR
These sensors are recommended to be calibrated initially 6 months after installation and then annually. The 
sensor (or DataHog logger with integral sensors) can be returned to Skye or the RH recalibration kit (SKH 
1093) provides equipment for the user to make their own recalibrations using the saturated salt solution 
technique. The radiation screen and mounting should be kept clean to ensure good air flow
over the sensor tip.

AIR TEMPERATURE
Theses sensors are recommended to be calibrated annually. Sensors can be returned to Skye or can be 
checked by a direct comparison against a reference thermometer in a controlled environment. The radiation 
screen and mounting should be kept clean to ensure good air flow over the sensor tip.

SOLAR RADIATION, UV AND LIGHT SENSORS
The light collecting surface of these sensors should be kept clean by gently wiping with a damp cloth. Do not
use solvents. Care must be taken not to scratch this surface. These sensors require recalibration every 2  
years, returning to Skye is recommended for accurate calibration. Pyranometer sensors can be calibrated by 
a direct comparison against a reference pyranometer under clear sky conditions. Other sensors require an 
optical bench fitted with a reference lamp.

WIND SPEED
These wind speed rotors are initially calibrated in a wind tunnel by comparison with a standard reference 
rotor calibrated to national standards (NPL). As long as the physical shape or form of these calibrated parts 
does not change, (i.e. by physical damage to the rotor) then the sensor calibration will not change to any 
measurable degree as long as the bearings are allowing free movement. A bearing check is recommended 
annually, with a bearing change recommended at a minimum of every 5 years.

WIND DIRECTION
The position of the wind vane relative to the electrical potentiometer inside is calibrated and fixed at the 
time of manufacture. As long as the physical shape or form of the wind vane and its spindle does not change
(i.e. by physical damage), then the sensor calibration does not change to any measurable degree as long as 
the bearings are allowing free movement. A bearing check is recommended annually, with a bearing change 
recommended at a minimum of every 5 years.

BAROMETER
Recalibration is recommended annually. Sensors can be returned to Skye or can be checked by a direct 
comparison against a reference.

RAINGAUGE
The raingauge top should be kept free of debris at all times. In dusty environments it may be necessary to 
clean the funnel filter regularly. These gauges can be easily recalibrated by adding an exact volume of 
water. Full instructions are given in the sensor manual.
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5. Power Supply Options

BATTERY POWER (Standard Option)
Skye DataHog2 and MiniMet loggers are fitted with Duracell alkaline batteries as standard. These will have a 
lifetime of 4-6 months depending on operating temperature, frequency of logging and data download. These
batteries are an operational power source only, all data and logger configuration is stored by a lithium
battery backed RAM chip, unaffected by the state of the operational power supply. 

SOLAR POWER (Optional)
The ACC/5 Solar Hog solar power supply is designed for use with a DataHog or MiniMet logger. It consists of
a small solar panel, trickle rechargeable batteries, waterproof enclosure and pole mount and fixings. (The 
pole mount can be bolted to a wall or vertical surface if preferred.) The Solar Hog powers the logger through
the RS232 socket and so has its own RS232 socket for downloading data without interruption of the power 
supply. This option is ideal for remote installations visited occasionally for download with a laptop PC.
** The Solar Hog cannot be used simultaneously with any of the Mains Hog options .

MAINS POWER (Optional)
a) Maximum 50m distance between mains supply and logger The ACC/9 Mains Hog consists of a voltage 
transformer which runs off mains power (please specify 110V or 220V) and provides a 12V supply to the 
logger. The Mains Hog itself is installed indoors (for safety reasons) and only the 12V power cable runs 
outdoors to the logger. This cable has 2 purposes, to take the 12V power to the logger, and also to act as a 
data transfer cable. The 12V cable plugs into the logger's RS232 socket (the logger's internal alkaline 
batteries remain installed to provide backup in case of power failure). The indoor Mains Hog also has a 
RS232 socket which connects to the PC, (using the standard data cable supplied with the logger) for data 
transfer. This means that the logger can be easily accessed from the PC at any time.

b) Maximum 1km distance between mains supply and logger The ACC/9B Mains Hog with Signal Boosters is 
similar to the standard Mains Hog but also has provisions for overcoming low data signals and voltage drop 
over long cable lengths. In this case the Mains Hog has rechargeable batteries fitted to provide back up in 
case of power failure, and the logger's internal alkaline batteries are removed. The Mains Hog is again 
installed indoors next to a PC plus a second unit is located out at the logger installation (which plugs into the
logger's RS232 socket) to provide a boost to the return data signals. The dual purpose power / data cable 
runs between the two as before.

Please remember that long cables act like an aerial for picking up electrical noise.
Ensure that the cable length does not run alongside other electrical installations, such

as large switching machinery etc. to eliminate data transfer problems.
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6. Logger Configuration

Appendix 2 describes some functions you may want to use to customise your logger to the exact needs of 
your application. The DataHog logger has already been set up at Skye so that it will record from all available
channels as soon as power is applied, with the following default settings:

1. Logging settings are 30 minute storage intervals. All channels except rain are set to average 
measurements at 30 second integration (sample) periods. Rain channels are set to measure the 
total rainfall every 30 minute interval.

2. The internal clock settings are GMT.

3. The logger memory will automatically overwrite oldest records in a continual loop when it is full.

4. The DataFile Identifier has been set to the unit’s individual serial number.

If you would like to change any of these default settings, please see Appendix 3 and follow the appropriate 
section.
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7. Regularly Used Logger Functions

This section describes logger functions which you may want to perform on a regular basis. Instructions are 
given for users for SkyeLynxComms software. 

7.1 Connection to Logger

When SkyeLynxComms is opened and the message on the bottom bar will show
Disconnected “No connection has been made”

The only setting that may need changing is the Comm PORT. If you only have one Comm port, then the 
software will automatically select the correct port. If other ports exist, then select the correct port from the 
drop down box.

To establish a communication between the DataHog and the Comm Port click ‘CONNECT’. After a connection
has been made, the message bar at the bottom will read “Connected DataHog currently in logging mode”. If
the message says something different, please refer to the Troubleshooting Section of this manual.

The DataHog is ‘asleep’ when not taking measurements in order to conserve power. The DataHog ‘wakes up’
every 10 seconds, if it does not receive a numeric key within the ‘wake-up’ period, then the DataHog returns
to sleep mode.

To ‘wake up’ the DataHog click “WAKE UP DEVICE”. This will send a numeric key within the ‘wake-up’ period
to the DataHog and it will wake up. When the DataHog has ‘woken up’, the bottom message bar will change
and read “Connected DataHog in User Mode and not logging”.

7.2 Download Logger Data

The ‘Download Data’ routine available via the default menu is a ‘fast offload’ and only takes a few minutes to
download a full memory. Click ‘Download Data’ top start this routine.

A “Save As”  box appears, so choose a location and file name and click save.

A progress box will then be displayed until the download has finished. Once complete, a confirmation box is 
displayed.
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7.3 Check Logger Battery

The DataHog is fitted with 6 ‘C’ cells providing a 9 volt battery power supply. There are additional power 
supply options available, i.e. solar and mains. The 'Check battery' option displays the current highest power 
supply voltage available to the DataHog from connected power supply sources. Once you click ‘CHECK 
BATTERY’ the following Battery Display Indicator is displayed along with guidance on the battery health.

7.4 Installing The USB to Serial Converter Driver

If you are struggling to communicate with your DataHog datalogger, it is possible that the USB to Serial 
Converter driver needs installing or updating. To update this driver, you will need to head to the following 
web page: http://www.ftdichip.com/Drivers/VCP.htm 

Once on this page you will need to select ‘Setup Executable’ as seen in the image below:

To complete the process, you will need to open the folder, run the application, and follow the on screen 
instructions to install the driver.
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8. GPRS Functions

8.1 Logging in to GPRS and Live display

It is possible to access and download your day data files via www.minimet.co.uk.

Enter your User Details in the box and click GO. This is not your ftp user name. You will have been supplied
with this information when you purchased your GPRS system. You will then be directed to your account on 
the Skye Remote Server:

In the example above this is the Skye Field Station.

If you have subscribed to the DataPlus Service, then there will be a link to 'Live Data' plus trends and graphs
for 1 month. If you haven't subscribed to this service, then there will just be a link to the data files. Click to 
Download the Data Files and the following screen will be displayed:
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Enter your FTP User Name and Password as supplied by Skye. The server is 54.213.25.76.  Click LOGIN and 
the Folders in your account on the Skye server will be displayed:

Click the /Skyedata folder and the day files containing data from the MiniMet will be displayed. Right click
on the day file and choose the menu option to 'save link as'. Save to your chosen directory on your PC or
network.

8.2 RSSI and Warning files

8.2.1 Warning_Error.txt
The DHLC1 will send warning messages to this file. Warning messages include power supply issues and if 
the modem has not received a datastring after 12 hours or so. The date and time in this file is the date and 
time set in the DHLC1.

The DHLC1 will give good warning of low power supply voltage. On a lead acid battery (the default setting) 
it will send a warning line every hour that the voltage is 12.0 volts or lower. The DHLC1 will then switch off 
the modem to protect the battery from deep discharge damage until the supply voltage is back above 12.0 
volts (see Technical Support Section 10.2). The warnings will also be given for a mains power supply (when 
Jumper Link 1 is set 'high'), but at a supply voltage of 8.6 volts and lower – switching off at 8.0 volts.

Examples of messages in the file are:
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8.2.2 SkyeModem001_DHLC1_rssidata.txt
The default filename will be SkyeModem000_DHLC1_rssidata.txt, but this can be customised to a name of 
your choice via the DHLC1 Setup Menu (see page 15). 'rssi' stands for 'received signal strength indicator'.

Every hour, when it has a good signal and a clear network*, the DHLC1 will send information to the server 
about the signal strength plus the battery voltage. This information will be appended to this file.

* If there are difficulties with signal strength, the DHLC unit prioritises the sending of data and does not 
waste time sending the 'rssi' file.
Example of the content of the RSSI file:
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The file contains the time, which is the DHLC1 time, in hrs:mins:secs, followed by the date, maximum signal 
strength in the preceding hour, minimum signal strength and average signal strength. The last figure is the 
battery voltage. The minimum and maximum signal strengths listed are those that were measured when a
datastring was sent successfully – the signal could have been higher or lower at other times.

This file is a good diagnostic tool if there are problems at the site. For example, low minimum signal 
strengths of 8 – 12 or less will suggest that datapoints might be lost, especially if the network is 'busy' – ie 
carrying a lot of other data traffic. For good results signal levels over 20 are required, although on less busy 
networks much lower signal strengths are usable.

8.3 Day Data Files and Grouping Day Data Files Together

The /Skyedata folder contains files that have been initiated and generated by the DHLC1 and the information
within the files has been sent via ftp from the DHLC1 unit connected to the DataHog.

The majority of the files within this folder will be the day datafiles. The format of the names of these files is 
YYMMDDdaydata.txt. The DHLC1 will be sending the data string according to the logging interval set in the 
DataHog. This could be from 1 minute up to 12 hours. Therefore the time interval of the data in this file will 
be this logging interval in the DataHog.

For example in the Day Data file below the interval between each line of data is 1 minute. The DataHog2 
has been programmed with a logging interval of 1 minute and the DHLC1 therefore sends this data string 
every minute. The time and date stamp in this file is the time and date of the DataHog2 clock.
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The software in the DHLC1 creates a new day file at 00:00:00 hrs (this time is set by the clock in the
DataHog). Each datastring sent by the DHLC1 is then appended to this file.

The file 'repeatdaydata.txt' contains datastrings which the DHLC1 'thinks' might have not been appended to 
the normal 'day data' file. Usually the ftp server will 'acknowledge/send a receipt' that it has received a 
datastring. When the DHLC1 receives this, it can then move on to its next job. If the DHLC1 does not receive
this 'receipt' then it assumes that the server hasn't received the datastring and sends it again but to the 
'repeatdaydata' file. Therefore, if when analysing the 'Day Data' files you find you are missing a datastring, 
then check the 'repeatdaydata' file, as you will probably find it there.

To group day files together you will need the desired files all saved in the same file in File Explorer. From 
here you will need to open command prompt, this can be done by clicking ‘Start’ and typing ‘cmd’. Once 
Command Prompt is open, you will need to do the following:

1. Type ‘cd documents>dir’ followed by the path to your saved location and click ‘Enter’.
2. Next, you will need to type ‘copy*.txt>you choose document name.txt and click ‘Enter’.
3. Finally, type exit to close Command Prompt.
4. Check the file has been created in the saved location.

8.4 Power Up and Power Down Sequence

After the initial connection of power to a GPRS Station, the GPRS Unit and modem goes through a start-up 
procedure where the LED lights will flash and the DataHog will beep. This is completely normal and Takes 
roughly 40 seconds. This procedure can be broken down into the following steps, but please follow these in 
order:

1. Firstly, connect the RS232 cable to the DataHog datalogger from the GPRS Unit.
2. Next, connect the 12V battery to the GPRS Unit, followed by connecting the solar panel.
3. After the first 9 seconds you will hear a faint click followed by a beep.
4. After a following 17 seconds, the DataHog will begin to beep repeatedly, this will continue until the 

light on the modem unit turns on.
5. Once the light on the modem turns on (roughly 40 seconds after start-up), the solar panel is ready 

to be connected.
6. Once connected, the unit is working and should be uploading your data ready for you to access 

online.

Just like the power-up sequence above, it is also important to follow a similar sequence to power down your 
weather station. This procedure can be broken down into the following steps:

1. Using the solar panel disconnection tool, remove one of the solar panel plugs from the GPRS Unit.
2. Then you will need to disconnect the 12V battery from the GPRS Unit.
3. Finally, you will need to disconnect the RS232 cable from the DataHog datalogger.

8.5 Sample and Log Intervals

The GPRS has a set selection of sample and log intervals, much like the DataHog range of dataloggers. It is 
important to note that the sample and log intervals may not be the same for the two devices. 

The minimum logging interval for a DataHog with GPRS is 1 minute. 
The minimum logging interval for a DataHog with SD or HSD is 10 seconds.
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9. Troubleshooting

9.1 Tips for Solving DataHog2 Communication Problems

As you are having problems with your DataHog logger, the following questions will help diagnose the 
problem. Please follow the steps below and get in touch with your answers. If you have any other 
observations or comments please let us know, these may help us identify the problem and suggest a 
solution. 

1) What is the serial number of the DataHog? (The serial number can be found inside the battery 
compartment of the DataHog).

SDL____________________________

2) Has your DataHog been working successfully before today?  Yes / No

4) When you connect the PC datalead to the RS232 socket of the DataHog, does it beep? Make sure 
the round plug is screwed into the RS232 socket, but do not overtighten. (A DataHog1 will beep 
every 30 seconds, a DataHog2 will beep every 10 seconds.)

It beeps when the RS232 is connected            Yes / No

If yes, then the logger itself is working OK. Go to question 6.

If no, then replace the batteries with good quality, alkaline type such as Duracell. Make sure that 
they are inserted in the correct orientation (the top 'button' on the battery is positive, align with the 
'+' sign or red dot). Don't forget to press the PSU Reset button located beside the batteries  you will
hear a faint click. Also briefly press the Reset button beside it.

If you are using the DataHog with a MainsHog power supply, you may need only to press the red 
PSU Reset button on the side of the MainsHog. If this is the case, then you have had a temporary 
mains failure and the back-up batteries in the DataHog are now dead. It is advisable to change 
these batteries as dead cells are liable to leakage and will cause permanent damage to the logger's 
electronics.

If you are using a DataHog with a SolarHog, try disconnecting the SolarHog and connecting directly 
to the RS232 port of the DataHog itself.

5)  After fitting new batteries, try again to connect the RS232 Datalead. The DataHog should now beep
     at the stated interval. If it does not, it is possible that the beeper has failed. To test this, complete 

the following steps to see if a connection can be established:

6) Start your SkyeLynxComms logger software as usual.

I have used this software before Yes / No

Do you see a regular message appearing each time the DataHog 'beeps'? (or if you cannot hear 
the beep, every 30 seconds for DataHog1 and every 10 seconds for DataHog2).

A regular message appears Yes / No
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If yes, continue to connect and try to offload your data. If this is successful, your logger is fully 
operational.

If yes but the message is unreadable, usually this is because the software is using the wrong 
baud rate (or communication rate). Check that you are using the correct software version or 
option selection for your DataHog1 or DataHog2. If using Terminal or HyperTerminal check that 
the baud rate is set to 4800 for a DataHog1 or to 9600 for a DataHog2.

If changing the software setting does not return the regular messages to normal, try pressing the 
RESET button inside the DataHog, located next to the batteries. This restarts the logger and so 
normal messages and operation should now resume. Please check your instruction manual for 
use (try the Quickstart page at Chapter 1).

If NO, this indicates a problem with the USB Serial Converter/datalead.

a) Check the plug at each end of the cable and USB Serial Converter for loose wires or 
damage. Alternatively, if you have more than one DataHog, try another datalead and USB 
Serial Converter.

Damage to the Datalead/USB Converter? Yes / No

If yes, please get in touch with Skye if you would like a replacement Datalead/USB Serial 
Converter.

If no, please check you are connecting to the correct Comport on your computer. You 
can achieve this by trying each one in turn.

If none of the above steps have allowed you to connect to your DataHog successfully, your product may 
need to be returned to us for further diagnostics and repair. If the DataHog is under warranty (less than 1 
year old), the repair will be free of charge. If the DataHog is outside of warranty, we will assess the logger 
and contact you with a quotation before undergoing repair. 

9.2 Creating a Diagnostics File

As you are experiencing problems with your DataHog, these steps will create a diagnostic file that will help 
us diagnose the problem.

1) Firstly, open SkyeLynxComms on your PC and connect your DataHog via the RS232 port, Click 
connect and the DataHog should beep every ten seconds.

2) Select the option “Show Advanced Interface”.

3) Click the “Wake Up Device/Return to Main Menu” button, the device should stop beeping.

4) Next, press the numerical key ‘1’ to select the option “DISPLAY CURRENT SETUP”.

5) Now press the numerical key ‘0’ to select the option “CHANNEL CONFIG’N AND SCALING”.

6) Press the space bar to return to the menu, followed by the numerical key ‘1’ to select “SAMPLE AND 
LOG INTERVALS”. 

7) Return to the menu using the space bar and select the press numerical key ‘2’ to access “LOG 
MODES AND THRESHOLDS”
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8) Use space to return to the menu followed by numerical key ‘3’ to select “AX+B SCALING FACTORS”.

9) Return to the menu and press numerical key ‘4’ to select “ALARM RELAY SETUP” and return to the 
menu.

10) Press numerical key ‘5’ to access “TIME, BATTERY, MEMORY & TIMED LOG STATUS”.

11) Press the space bar to return to the menu, followed by the numerical key ‘6’ to return to the main 
menu.

12) Now press the numerical key ‘7’ to select “SET DATAFILE I/D, PLUS MEM OVERWRITE & TIMED 
LOGGING MODES” followed by pressing the numerical key ‘5’ to select “EDIT DATAFILE 
IDENTIFIER”. 

13) Press the ‘Esc’ button shortly followed by the space key to return to the menu. Press the numerical 
key ‘6’ to return to the main menu.

14) Highlight all of the text in the “Received” column of SkyeLynxComms and copy this to a word 
document ready to be sent to us.

15) In SkyeLynxComms select the “Wake Up Device/Return to Main Menu” button followed by a press of
the ‘Esc’ button to send the DataHog back into logging mode. The DataHog should start to beep 
every ten seconds. Disconnect the DataHog from the PC.

16) Attach the word document to an e-mail and send to your Skye Instruments contact with the 
Technical Ref No. in the e-mail subject.

9.3 Digital Channel Not Logging

Problem
Digital inputs (e.g. wind speed and rain channels) record zero, erratically or give strange values when all
other channels are recording as normal.

Reason
Under specific circumstances the DataHog2 will display the above problem, it is consistent and repeatable
and so can be overcome by careful use.

When power is removed from the logger and then reapplied, the logger automatically continues in log mode
as it was before the power was lost except for digital channels. Logging of digital channels does not restart
unless the logger is woken up into Main Menu mode and then returned back to log mode. This initiates all
channels, including digital inputs.

Solution
If power is interrupted or lost, reapply power, wake up the logger into Main Menu mode, then press Escape
to return to log mode.

When replacing batteries it is good practice to make a quick check of the reported battery voltage before
leaving to log unattended. (Main Menu, Option 1, sub-menu option 5 displays logger setup including
battery voltage). This good practice routine will prevent the above problem ever occurring.

Automatic Software Controlled Systems
If it can be detected that power has been lost and resumed, e.g. by unexpected zeroes recorded on digital
channels, initiate the following:

1. Wake up logger by sending a continual string of 2s for a period of say 12 seconds (must be greater 
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than the 10 second ANY NUMERIC KEY message period).

2. This should either put the logger into Main Menu mode or into Option 2, show software version.

3. Send ESC, ESC, ESC, 0,0,0,0, ESC, ESC, ESC (about 0.5 seconds apart) which is guaranteed to 
always return the logger to log mode.

NOTE once power is resumed, the PSU Reset relay must be activated before the DataHog will operate
again (this may be done inside the logger itself or by pushing the red PSU Reset button on the Mains Hog.

Appendix 1: Accessing Device Manager from the Command Prompt
1. Click the start button to access the search feature of your computer.

2. Search the PC for Command Prompt, click to open.
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3. Once the window has opened simply type ‘devmgmt.msc’ and hit enter. Device Manager should then
open immediately.

Alternatively you could also search for Device Manager in the search facility of your PC. Below is a 
screenshot containing an example USB Serial Converter connected to the computer.

Appendix 2: Other Logger Functions

2.1 Connection to Logger
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Firstly, start the Skye software and connect to your DataHog logger, either by direct cable link or by dialling 
up the GSM remote link as instructed. You should see the following message repeated every 10 seconds:

*<ANY NUMERIC KEY TO WAKE-UP (!0 TO 9!)>*
16:15:10 29.10.98
(Date and Time)

This message is coming from the datalogger itself. If you so not see this message appearing regularly, try 
pressing ESCAPE on the PC keyboard, 3 times slowly. This may return the logger to log mode if it was in 
some other mode. If you do not see this message, proceed to the Trouble Shooting section of this manual.

IMPORTANT - When the Main Menu (see below) or any of its sub-menus are displayed, the DataHog2 logger
is in set up mode and not log mode, so it will not record any data. Always press ESCAPE to return to log 
mode and to see the above message before disconnecting from the logger.

2.2 Change Datalogger Clock Times
When the message above is appearing every 10 seconds, type 2 repeatedly until the logger 'wakes up' and 
you see the following Main Menu;

SKYE INSTRUMENTS LTD. MINIMET2 SERIES.

SEND CHARACTER SHOWN TO SELECT ITEM
<ESC> RETURNS TO LOGGING

- MAIN MENU -

0) DISPLAY READINGS FROM ALL ACTIVE CHANNELS
1) DISPLAY CURRENT SETUP
2) DISPLAY SOFTWARE VERSION
3) OFFLOAD 24HOUR DATA SUMMARY
4) OFFLOAD DATA
5) RESET MEMORY
6) SET CLOCK
7) SET DATAFILE I/D, PLUS MEM OVERWRITE & TIMED LOGGING MODES
8) SET CHANNEL SAMPLE & LOG INTERVALS
9) SET AX+B CALIBRATION FACTORS
A) SET CHANNEL CONFIGUR'NS
B) SET INT'NL RH% SENSOR CALIB'N
C) SET ALARM RELAY(S)
D) SET CHANNELS FOR NONZERO/THRESHOLD LOG MODES
E) ENTER 'LOG ON DEMAND' MODE

(If you have pressed too many 2’s, you may see the Skye address details, simply press ESCAPE to return to 
Main Menu). When the Main Menu is displayed, press 6 for menu Item 6 and follow instructions, as in the 
example below. Remember that the format is important, separators are colons in the time entry and full 
stops in the date entry.

TIME AND DATE SETTING ROUTINE

ENTER TIME AND THEN DATE AS INSTRUCTED
CLOCK STARTS WHEN DATE ENTRY IS CONFIRMED
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THIS IS THE CURRENT TIME 16:16:03
ENTER THE NEW TIME 16:17:00

YOU HAVE ENTERED THIS TIME 16:17:00

IS THIS CORRECT?
<Y> TO ACCEPT, <N> TO REDO, <ESC> TO QUIT

Y CONFIRMED

THIS IS THE CURRENT DATE 29.10.98
ENTER THE NEW DATE 29.10.98

YOU HAVE ENTERED THIS DATE 29.10.98
IS THIS CORRECT?
<Y> TO ACCEPT, <N> TO REDO, <ESC> TO QUIT

Y CONFIRMED
CLOCK IS NOW RUNNING

Always remember to press ESCAPE when finished, to return the DataHog2 to log mode. Your keypress will 
be confirmed as below:

>>> RETURNING TO LOG MODE >>>

Before disconnecting the logger or hanging up the phone call, always make sure that you see the following 
message appear every 10 seconds, which will confirm that the DataHog is in fact 'asleep' and logging;

*<ANY NUMERIC KEY TO WAKE-UP (!0 TO 9!)>*
16:18:20 29.10.98
Date and Time

2.3 Change Memory Full Function
The default setting of the DataHog2 is to overwrite the oldest data in memory by the newest records. . It is 
possible to change this so that the logger stops logging once the memory becomes full as below.
Wake up the logger by pressing 2s as above. From the Main Menu press 7 to see the following sub-menu:

SELECT ITEM REQUIRED

0 - ENABLE MEMORY OVERWRITE
1 - DISABLE MEMORY OVERWRITE
2 -
3 - SET LOG START/STOP TIME
4 -
5 - EDIT DATAFILE IDENTIFIER
6 - RETURN TO MAIN MENU

Press 1 to disable the memory overwrite function. Your choice will be confirmed on screen. Press any key to 
return to the sub-menu.

MEMORY WILL STOP LOGGING WHEN FULL
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ANY KEY TO PROCEED ....…

Press 6 to return to the Main Menu. Always remember to press ESCAPE when finished, to return the 
DataHog2 to log mode. Your keypress will be confirmed as below:

>>> RETURNING TO LOG MODE >>>

Before disconnecting the logger or hanging up the phone call, always make sure that you see the following 
message appear every 10 seconds, which will confirm that the DataHog is in fact 'asleep' and logging.

*<ANY NUMERIC KEY TO WAKE-UP (!0 TO 9!)>*
16:18:20 29.10.98
Date and Time

2.4 Change the Datafile Identifier
The datafile identifier is printed off each time the logger's memory is downloaded so that the data is easily 
recognised from different loggers. 

Wake up the logger by pressing 2s as above. From the Main Menu press 7 to see the following sub-menu:

SELECT ITEM REQUIRED

0 - ENABLE MEMORY OVERWRITE
1 - DISABLE MEMORY OVERWRITE
2 -
3 - SET LOG START/STOP TIME
4 -
5 - EDIT DATAFILE IDENTIFIER
6 - RETURN TO MAIN MENU

Press 5 to edit the Datafile Identifier and follow instructions as in the example below:

CURRENT DATAFILE IDENTIFIER – FD009DemoStn

ENTER THE 12 CHARACTERS TO USE NOW

FD009DemoStn

YOU HAVE ENTERED THIS – FD009DemoStn

IS THIS CORRECT?
<Y> TO ACCEPT, <N> TO REDO, <ESC> TO QUIT

Y CONFIRMED

At the message:

ANY KEY TO PROCEED ....…

Press any key to return to the sub-menu and press 6 to return to the Main Menu. Always remember to press
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ESCAPE when finished, to return the DataHog2 to log mode. Your keypress will be confirmed as below:

>>> RETURNING TO LOG MODE >>>

Before disconnecting the logger or hanging up the phone call, always make sure that you see the following 
message appear every 10 seconds, which will confirm that the DataHog is in fact 'asleep' and logging.

*<ANY NUMERIC KEY TO WAKE-UP (!0 TO 9!)>*
16:18:20 29.10.98
Date and Time

2.5 Change Logger Recording Intervals
1. Each channel of the DataHog can be set up with individual recording intervals as required. The 

Storage or Logging interval is the time period between data recordings. The Sample Interval is the 
time period between temporarily stored measurements which are later averaged - it is this average 
measurement which is permanently recorded at each Logging Interval.

2. Connect the DataHog 2 datalead to the RS232 port on the logger, and to the appropriate serial 
communications port on your PC.

3. Start the communications software (whichever version you are using) as usual.

4. Wake up the DataHog by pressing a key after the displayed message as usual. When the logger 
'wakes up' you will see the Main Menu displayed. (Please remember that whilst the logger is 'awake' 
and in Main Menu mode, it is not recording any measurements.)

5. To reconfigure the recording interval, choose Option 8 from the Main Menu. Enter the Software 
Channel of the sensor you wish to change (see the Hardware configuration Certificate at the front of
the logger manual for details), e.g. 00 Enter the sample interval, e.g. 04 for 10 second samples 
Enter the logging or storage interval e.g. 09 for 5 minutes logging The choices you have just entered
will be displayed for your confirmation. Press 'Y' to confirm and return to the Main Menu. Repeat for 
each sensor channel as required. If you are changing the SAMPLE time for a windspeed sensor, 
please refer to Technical Notes 1.0 at the back of the logger manual, as you may also need to 
change the Full Scale Value. If you are changing the LOGGING INTERVAL time and keeping the 
same SAMPLE INTERVAL time, there is no need to change the Full Scale Value.

6. It is advisable to check that the changes you have just made are in place before returning the 
DataHog 2 to logging mode. From the Main Menu, choose Option 1 to display the current setup. 
Choose '1' to check the sample and logging times. Your new software channel should be displayed 
with the time interval codes you entered. Choose '6' to return to Main Menu.

7. Press ESCAPE to return the DataHog 2 to logging mode.

2.6 Change the Order of the Sensor Channels
Sensor input channels are fixed in hardware, and cannot be changed. The Hardware Configuration certificate
tells you which Hardware Channel number has been allocated to which socket input number and to which 
sensor. However, it is possible to change the order these Hardware Channels are measured and offloaded by
the logger, by changing the order of the Software Channels.

1. 'Wake up' the DataHog as usual to reveal the Main Menu.

2. Press 'A' to set channel configurations. (See Chapter 3.2.11 of the DataHog manual for details)

3. Enter a Software Channel number, for example, start with 00
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4. Enter the Hardware Channel number you would like to be measured and offloaded first

5. Now follow the instructions on screen, to enter the gain, termination code and scale code (not all 
channels require all these to be entered) - use the codes on your Hardware Configuration Certificate 
as a guide.

6. The entries you have made will be displayed for your to confirm if correct.

7. Repeat instructions 2 to 6 for each software channel in order.

8. Don't forget to press ESCAPE when finished, to return the DataHog to Log Mode.

2.7 Change Scaling Values or Measured Units
If scale Code 01 is used with any sensor channel, a formula of Ax+B can be used to convert the measured 
signal from the sensor into engineering units of your choice. If your DataHog was purchased with its sensors
then the logger will have been scaled for you. If the DataHog was purchased alone, for your own sensors, 
we will have configured channels for factory default settings only.
As each sensor has a slightly different calculation in order to achieve each particular reading, please see the 
appropriate individual guidance notes. In general:

1. Calculate the Full Scale value and Zero Offset if applicable for the sensor to be changed. See 
appropriate guidance notes for details.

2. 'Wake up' the DataHog as usual to reveal the Main Menu.

3. Press '9' to set Ax+B calibration factors. (See Chapter 3.2.10 of the DataHog manual for details)

4. Enter the Software Channel number for the sensor scaling you wish to change

5. Enter the Full Scale Value and Zero Offset value and sign. 

6. The entries you have made will be displayed for your to confirm if correct.

7. Repeat for each sensor to be scaled. 

8. Don't forget to press ESCAPE when finished, to return the DataHog to Log Mode

2.8 Setting a Windspeed Sensor Channel

1. The anemometer gives out one pulse per revolution of the rotor. The logger simply counts these 
pulses over a time period (the sample time) to give a value of distance per time, e.g. metres per 
second. So the logger needs to be configured with a Full Scale value calculated on the logger's 
measurement Sample time. See Technical Notes 1.0 at the back of the logger manual for details. 

a) for a Vector anemometer A100R/I the Full Scale value for a 30 second sample interval should be 
around 790.00 (an exact figure must be calculated for each individual sensor). 

b) for a Thies Clima wind speed TC3151/I and a 30 second sample interval the Full Scale value 
should be around 500.00 (an exact figure must be calculated for each individual sensor). 

 

c) for a EM wind speed WSD1/I and a 30 second sample interval the Full Scale value should be 
around 950.00 (an exact figure must be calculated for each individual sensor).

2. Before making any changes to the logger's configuration, it is advisable to offload the existing data 
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in memory first. Do this as per the normal procedure.

3. Enter the Full Scale value as follows: 

a) start your SkyeLynxComms softare. 
b) at the 'ANY KEY TO.....' prompt, wake up the DataHog2 by pressing a NUMERIC key within one 
second of the message appearing, to reveal the MAIN MENU for the logger. 
c) press '9' to choose 'Option 9 - Set Ax+B calibration factors' 
d) enter the software channel for the wind speed channel (see hardware Configuration Certificate, 
e.g. '04') 
e) enter the new Full Scale Value as calculated above - your entry must be 5 digits plus a decimal 
place, with no leading zeros, e.g. '945.57' 
f) enter the offset count as '0000' 
g) enter the offset sign as '+' 
h) the figures you have just entered will be displayed for you to confirm. If OK, press 'Y' and you will
return to the Main Menu 
i) press ESCAPE to return the DataHog2 to logging mode. The 'ANY KEY TO' message should appear
every 10 seconds again.

4. Now delete the logger's memory so that it resets and will start logging using the new configuration. 
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Appendix 3: Example GPRS Certificate
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